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GOD’S PART & OUR PART
Facilitators guide
“Everything in the heavens and earth is yours, O Lord, and this is your kingdom.
We adore you as being in control of everything. Riches and honor come from you alone,
and you are the Ruler of all mankind; your hand controls power and might and it is at
your discretion that men are made great and given strength”
(1 Chronicles 29:11-12, TLB).

NAVIGATING YOUR FINANCES

GOD’S PART & OUR PART
Facilitators Guide for Week 2
Overview
This is the most important section because the remainder of the study builds on understanding God’s
ownership of everything.
Let’s Get Practical!
 Complete List Your Assets on pages 35-36.
 Complete the Deed on pages 37-39.
 Read Budget Options on page 40 and select the type of budget you prefer to use.
 Begin recording your Income & Spending on pages 44-45.
Agenda
1. __________ (5 minutes) Open in prayer.
2. __________ (5 minutes) Each person individually recites from memory:
“Everything in the heavens and earth is yours, O Lord, and this is your kingdom. We adore you as being in
control of everything. Riches and honor come from you alone, and you are the Ruler of all mankind; your hand
controls power and might, and it is at your discretion that men are made great and given strength”
(1 Chronicles 29:11-12, TLB).
3. __________ (85 minutes) Begin the group discussion.
Reminder: The discussion for each day’s homework proceeds as follows: (1) Assign one passage of Scripture from that day’s homework to each person to read (as far as the verses will go); (2) Proceed in a circle,
asking each person to answer all the questions for that day’s homework. If the answer to a question is
obvious, it’s unnecessary for more than one person to answer the question. If you’re running out of time,
ask the responses to be brief.
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Day One (God’s ownership)
Complete List Your Assets and the Deed and begin keeping a record of everything you spend.

1. Do you have any questions about these?

2. What did you learn from completing them? How do you think this will influence you in the future?

Read Deuteronomy 10:14; Psalm 24:1 and 1 Corinthians 10:26.
3. What do these passages say about the ownership of your possessions? What do you own?
[The Lord owns everything in the world.]
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Read Leviticus 25:23; Psalm 50:10-12 and Haggai 2:8.
4. What are some of the items that the Lord owns?
Leviticus 25:23— [God owns all the land.]

Psalm 50:10-12— [God owns all the animals.]

Haggai 2:8— [God owns all the gold and silver.]

5. Evaluate your attitude toward your possessions. Do you consistently recognize the true owner? What
are two practical suggestions to help you recognize God’s ownership?
[Consider altering your vocabulary by dropping the possessive pronouns (“my”, “mine”, and “ours”) and
substituting “His” or “the” instead. For thirty days, each morning and night, meditate and prayerfully
recite 1 Chronicles 29:11-12.]
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Day Two (God’s Control)
Read 1 Chronicles 29:11-12 and Psalm 135:6.
1. What do these passages say about the Lord’s control of circumstances?
[The Lord is in control of all circumstances.]

Read Proverbs 21:1; Isaiah 40:21-24 and Acts 17:26.
2. What do these verses tell you about the Lord’s control of people?

Proverbs 21:1— [God controls the heart of each person.]

Isaiah 40:21-24— [The Lord completely controls all people.]

Acts 17:26— [The Lord controls the boundaries and duration of every nation].
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3. Do you normally recognize the Lord’s control of all events? If not, how can you become more
consistent?

Day Three (Challenging circumstances)
Read Genesis 45:4-8 and Romans 8:28.
1. Why is it important to realize that God controls and uses even difficult circumstances for good in the
life of a godly person?
[God uses all circumstances for good in the lives of those who love and obey Him. Joseph suffered difficulties, but God orchestrated them for ultimate good.]

2. How does this perspective impact you?
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3. Share a difficult circumstance you have experienced and how the Lord used it for good in your life.

* Facilitator, you should have approximately one hour of class time remaining.

Day Four (God’s Provision)
Read Psalm 34:9-10; Matthew 6:31-33 and Philippians 4:19.
1. What has the Lord promised concerning meeting your needs?
[God promises to meet our needs if we put Him first in our lives and seek His righteousness.]

2. How does this promise apply to you now?
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3. Give an example from the Bible of the Lord providing for someone’s needs in a supernatural way.
[Several of the many examples of God’s provision: Israel in the wilderness (Exodus 16:4-35), Jesus feeding the five thousand (Matthew 14:15-21) and the four thousand (Matthew 15:32-38), and the Lord
sending ravens to feed Elijah (1 Kings 17:4-6).]

Day Five (Our Role)
Read 1 Corinthians 4:2.
1. According to this verse what is your requirement as a steward and how would you define a steward?
[We are responsible to be faithful stewards. A steward is a manager of another’s property.]

Read Luke 16:1-2.
2. Why did the master remove the steward from his position and how does that apply to you?
[The steward was removed because he squandered his master’s possessions. If we squander the possessions
the Lord entrusts to us, we can expect the same.]
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Read Luke 16:10.
3. Describe the principle found in this verse.
[If a person is unfaithful in a little matter, he or she will be unfaithful with much. The reverse is also true.
It is important to be faithful in small matters.]

4. How does this apply in your situation?

Day Six (the Notes)
Read the God’s Part & Our Part Notes on pages 25-34.
1. What did you learn that was especially helpful?
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2. How will you apply it?

3. I will take the following action as a result of this week’s study:

Remaining Agenda
1. __________ (10 minutes) Play the Week 2 segment of the Navigating Your Finances DVD.
2. __________ (10 minutes) Note in the Prayer Log requests and answers to prayers.
3. __________ (5 minutes) End in prayer.
Reminder for Facilitators: Contact each participant this week and record it in the
Care Log on page 274 or 275.
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GOD’S PART &
OUR PART NOTES
Please read after completing Day 5 homework.
This is the most important section of the entire study. Why? Because how we view God determines how we
live. In the Bible God calls Himself by more than 250 names. The name that best describes God’s part in
the area of money is Lord.
After losing his children and all his possessions—in a single day!—Job continued to worship
God. Even in his grief, he understood God’s role as Lord of those possessions. Moses walked away from
the treasures of Egypt, choosing instead to suffer with God’s people, because he accepted God’s role as
Lord of all. There are three elements to God’s role: ownership, control, and provision.

OWNERSHIP
The Lord owns all our possessions. “To the Lord your God belong…the earth and everything in it” (Deuteronomy 10:14, NIV). “The earth is the Lord’s, and all it contains” (Psalm 24:1).
Scripture even reveals specific items God owns. Leviticus 25:23 identifies Him as the owner of
all the land: “The land…shall not be sold permanently, for the land is Mine.” Haggai 2:8 says that He owns
the precious metals: “‘The silver is Mine and the gold is Mine,’ declares the Lord of hosts.” And in Psalm 50
we are told that God owns the animals. “Every beast of the forest is Mine, the cattle on a thousand hills…everything that moves in the field is Mine. If I were hungry, I would not tell you, for the world is Mine, and all
it contains” (Psalm 50:10-12). And in 2 Corinthians 1:21-22 the Bible declares the Lord owns us: “…He
[God] anointed us, set his seal of ownership on us, and put his Spirit in our hearts….”
The Lord created all things, and He never transferred the ownership of His creation to people.
You and I own nothing! Zero! Absolutely nothing! As we will see throughout this study, recognizing
God’s ownership is crucial in allowing Jesus Christ to become the Lord of our money and possessions.
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OUR OWNERSHIP OR HIS LORDSHIP?
If we are to be genuine followers of Christ, we must transfer ownership of our possessions to the Lord.
“None of you can be My disciple who does not give up all his own possessions” (Luke 14:33). Sometimes He
tests us by asking us to give up the very possessions that are most important to us.
The most vivid example of this in the Bible is when the Lord instructed Abraham, “Take now your
son, your only son, whom you love, Isaac…and offer him there as a burnt offering” (Genesis 22:2). When
Abraham obeyed, demonstrating his willingness to give up his most valuable possession, God responded,
“Do not lay a hand on the boy…now I know that you fear God, because you have not withheld from me your
son” (Genesis 22:12, NIV).
When we acknowledge God’s ownership, every spending decision becomes a spiritual decision.
No longer do we ask, “Lord, what do You want me to do with my money?” It becomes, “Lord, what do
You want me to do with Your money?” When we have this attitude and handle His money according to
His wishes, spending and saving decisions become as spiritual as giving decisions.
The Lord’s ownership also influences how we care for possessions. For example, because the Lord
is the owner of where we live, we want to please Him by keeping His home or apartment cleaner and in
better repair!

RECOGNIZING GOD’S OWNERSHIP
Our culture—the media, even the law—says that what you possess, you own. Acknowledging God’s
ownership requires a transformation of thinking—never an easy prospect. It’s easy to give intellectual assent to the idea that “God owns all I have,” but still live as if this weren’t true at all.
Here are a number of practical suggestions to help us recognize God’s ownership.
• For the next 30 days, meditate on 1 Chronicles 29:11-12 when you first awake and just before
going to sleep.
• Be careful in the use of personal pronouns; consider substituting “the” or “the Lord’s” for “my,”
“mine,” and “ours.” For instance, you might speak of the car instead of my car. Or you might refer
to “the Lord’s money” instead of “our money.”
• For the next 30 days, ask the Lord to make you aware of His ownership—in ways large and small.
Establish the habit of acknowledging the Lord’s ownership every time you purchase an item.

Recognizing the Lord’s ownership is important in learning contentment. When you believe you own a
particular possession, circumstances surrounding it will affect your attitude. If it’s favorable, you will be
happy, if it’s a difficult circumstance, you will be discontent.
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Shortly after Jim came to grips with God’s ownership, he purchased a car. He had driven the car
only two days before someone rammed into the side of it. Jim’s first reaction was, “Lord, I don’t know
why You want a dent in Your car, but now You’ve got a big one!” Jim was learning contentment!

CONTROL
Besides being Creator and Owner, God is ultimately in control of every event. In Scripture, we read: “We
adore you as being in control of everything” (1 Chronicles 29:11, TLB). “Whatever the Lord pleases, He does,
in heaven and in earth” (Psalm 135:6). In the book of Daniel, King Nebuchadnezzar stated: “I praised the
Most High; I honored and glorified Him who lives forever…. He does as He pleases with the powers of heaven
and the peoples of the earth. No one can hold back His hand or say to him: ‘What have you done?’” (Daniel
4:34-35, NIV).
The Lord is also in control of difficult events. “I am the Lord, and there is no other, the One forming light and creating darkness, causing well-being and creating calamity; I am the Lord who does all these”
(Isaiah 45:6-7).
It’s important for us to realize that our heavenly Father uses even seemingly devastating circumstances for ultimate good in the lives of the godly. “We know that God causes all things to work together
for good to those who love God, to those who are called according to His purpose” (Romans 8:28). The Lord
allows difficult circumstances to enter our lives for at least three reasons: (1) to develop our character,
(2) to accomplish His intentions, and (3) to lovingly discipline us when needed. We will examine this in
greater detail in the Week 8—Crisis & Perspective section.

GOD IS OUR PROVIDER
The Lord promises to provide for our needs. “Seek first His kingdom and His righteousness, and all these
things [food and clothing] shall be given to you” (Matthew 6:33, NIV).
The same Lord who fed manna to the children of Israel during their 40 years of wandering in
the wilderness, and who satisfied the hunger of 5,000 with only five loaves and two fish has promised to
meet all of our needs. This is the same Lord who told Elijah, “I have commanded the ravens to provide for
you…. The ravens brought him bread and meat in the morning and bread and meat in the evening”
(1 Kings 17:4, 6).

GOD IS BOTH PREDICTABLE AND UNPREDICTABLE.
God is totally predictable in His faithfulness to provide for our needs. What we can’t predict is how He
will provide. He uses different and often surprising means to care for us. He might meet our current
need through an increase in income or an unexpected gift. On the other hand, He might choose to pro-
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vide an opportunity to stretch limited resources through money-saving purchases. Then again, He might
meet our needs through some circumstance that we couldn’t even imagine right now. Regardless of how
He chooses to provide for our needs, He is completely reliable.
Charles Allen tells a story that illustrates this. As World War II was drawing to a close, the Allied
armies gathered up many orphans and placed them in camps where they were well-fed. But despite excellent care, the orphans were afraid and slept poorly.
Finally, a doctor came up with a solution. When the children were put to bed, he gave each of
them a piece of bread to hold. Any hungry children could get more to eat, but when they were finished,
they would still have this piece of bread just to hold—not to eat. This practice produced wonderful results. The children went to bed knowing instinctively they would have food to eat the next day, and that
simple guarantee gave them restful sleep.
Similarly, the Lord has given us His guarantee—our “piece of bread.” As we cling to His promises
of provision, we can relax and be content. “My God shall meet all your needs according to his glorious riches
in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:19, NIV).

NEEDS VERSUS WANTS
The Lord instructs us to be content when our basic needs are met. “If we have food and clothing, we will
be content” (1 Timothy 6:8, NIV). It’s important to understand the difference between a need and a want.
Needs are the basic necessities of life —food, clothing, and shelter. Wants are anything in excess of
needs. The Lord may allow us to have our wants, but He has not promised to provide all of them.

GETTING TO KNOW GOD
God, as He is revealed in the Bible, is much different than most people imagine. We tend to shrink Him
down to our human abilities and limitations, forgetting that He “stretched out the heavens and laid the
foundations of the earth” (Isaiah 51:13). By studying the Bible we can expand our vision of who He is. The
following are a few samples.

HE IS LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
Carefully review some of His names and attributes: Creator, Almighty, eternal, all-knowing, all-powerful,
awesome, Lord of lords and King of kings.
The Lord’s power and ability are beyond our understanding. Astronomers estimate that there are
more than 100 billion galaxies in the universe, each containing billions of stars. The distance from one
end of a galaxy to the other is often measured in millions of light years. Though our sun is a relatively
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small star, it could contain more than one million earths, and it has temperatures of 20 million degrees at
its center. Isaiah wrote, “Lift up your eyes on high and see who has created these stars…. He calls them all by
name; because of the greatness of His might and the strength of His power, not one of them is missing”
(Isaiah 40:26).

HE IS LORD OF THE NATIONS.
God established the nations. Acts 17:26 says, “He [the Lord]…scattered the nations across the face of the
earth. He decided beforehand which should rise and fall, and when. He determined their boundaries” (TLB).
God is far above all national leaders and powers. Isaiah 40:21-23 tells us, “Do you not know? Have
you not heard? …It is He who sits above the circle of the earth, and its inhabitants are like grasshoppers…. He
it is who reduces rulers to nothing, who makes the judges of the earth meaningless.” From Isaiah 40:15, 17 we
read, “The nations are like a drop from a bucket, and are regarded as a speck of dust on the scales…. All the
nations are as nothing before Him.”

HE IS LORD OF THE INDIVIDUAL.
Psalm 139:3-4, 16 reveals God’s involvement with each of us as individuals. “You are familiar with all my
ways. Before a word is on my tongue you know it completely, O Lord. …All the days ordained for me were
written in your book before one of them came to be” (NIV). The Lord is so involved in our lives that He reassures us, “The very hairs of your head are all numbered” (Matthew 10:30). Our heavenly Father is the One
who knows us the best and loves us the most.

God hung the stars in space, fashioned the earth’s towering mountains and mighty oceans, and
determined the destiny of nations. Jeremiah observed: “Nothing is too difficult for You”
(Jeremiah 32:17).

Let’s hold on to that thought for just a few seconds longer.
What in all the world, what in our lives and our current circumstances is “too difficult” for
Him? N-O-T-H-I-N-G. The God who takes note of every hair follicle on every person throughout the
whole world knows your situation, your needs, and even the deepest, unexpressed desires of your heart
intimately. Nothing in this study is more important than catching the vision of who God is and what
responsibilities He retains in our finances.
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SUMMARY OF GOD’S PART
The Lord did not design people to shoulder the responsibilities that only He can carry. Jesus said, “Come
to Me, all who are weary and heavy-laden, and I will give you rest. Take My yoke upon you…. For My yoke is
easy, and My burden is light” (Matthew 11:28-30). Come to Me! God has assumed the burdens of ownership, control, and provision. For this reason, His yoke is easy and we can rest and enjoy the peace of
God—if we only will.
For most of us, the primary problem is failing to consistently recognize God’s part. Our culture
believes that God plays no part in financial matters, and we have, in some measure, been influenced by
that view.
Another reason for this difficulty is that God has chosen to be invisible. Anything that is “out of
sight” tends to become “out of mind.” We get out of the habit of recognizing His ownership, control, and
provision.
After learning God’s part, you might wonder whether He’s left any responsibilities for us. The
simple answer is YES. The Lord has given us great responsibility.

OUR PART
The word that best describes our part is steward. A steward is a manager of someone else’s stuff. The Lord
has given us the authority to be stewards. “You made him ruler over the works of your [the Lord’s] hands;
you put everything under his feet” (Psalm 8:6, NIV).
Our responsibility is summed up in this verse: “It is required of stewards that one be found faithful”
(1 Corinthians 4:2). Before we can be faithful, however, we have to grasp what we’re required to do. Just
as the purchaser of a complicated piece of machinery studies the manufacturer’s manual to learn how to
operate it, we need to examine the Creator’s handbook—the Bible—to determine how He wants us to
handle His possessions.
As we begin to study our responsibilities, it’s important to remember that God loves and cares for
us deeply. He is a God of mercy and grace. He has given us these principles because He wants the best for
us. Most people discover areas in which they have not been faithful. Don’t become discouraged. Simply
seek to apply faithfully what you learn.
Now, let’s examine two important elements of our responsibility.

1. BE FAITHFUL WITH WHAT WE ARE GIVEN.
We are to be faithful regardless of how much God entrusts to us—whether it’s a fortune or a handful of
coins. The parable of the talents (a talent was a sum of money) illustrates this. “It will be like a man going
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on a journey, who called his servants and entrusted his property to them. To one he gave five talents of money,
to another two talents, and to another one talent” (Matthew 25:14-15, NIV).
When the owner returned, he held each one responsible for faithfully managing his money. The
owner praised the faithful servant who received five talents: “Well done, good and faithful servant. You were
faithful with a few things, I will put you in charge of many things; enter into the joy of your master”
(Matthew 25:21).
Interestingly, the servant who had been given two talents received the identical reward as the one
who had been given five (see Matthew 25:23). The Lord rewards faithfulness, regardless of the amount
over which we are responsible.
We are required to be faithful whether we are given much or little. As someone once said, “It’s
not what I would do if a million dollars were my lot; it’s what I am doing with the ten dollars I’ve got.”

2. BE FAITHFUL IN EVERY AREA.
God wants us to be faithful in handling all of our money. Unfortunately, most Christians have been
taught how to handle only ten percent of their income God’s way—the area of giving. And although this
is crucial, so is the other 90 percent, which they frequently handle from the world’s perspective.
Study this diagram.
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As a result of not being taught to handle money biblically, many Christians have developed wrong attitudes toward possessions. This often causes them to make poor financial decisions—with painful consequences. Hosea 4:6 reads, “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.”

BENEFITS OF HANDLING MONEY FAITHFULLY
The faithful steward enjoys three benefits.
1. MORE INTIMATE FELLOWSHIP WITH JESUS CHRIST
Remember what the master said to the servant who had been faithful with his finances: “Enter into the joy
of your master” (Matthew 25:21). We can enter into closer fellowship with our Lord when we are faithful
with the possessions He has given us.
Someone once told me that the Lord often allows a person to teach a subject because the teacher
desperately needs it! That has certainly been true for me. I have never met anyone who had more wrongheaded attitudes about money or who handled money more contrary to the Bible than I did. And yet
when I began to apply the truths set forth in these pages, I experienced a dramatic improvement in my
fellowship with the Lord—exactly as He intended.

2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHARACTER
God uses money to refine character. As David McConaughy explained almost 100 years ago in his book,
Money the Acid Test (written in 1918), “Money, most common of temporal things, involves uncommon
and eternal consequences. Even though it may be done quite unconsciously, money molds people in the
process of getting it, saving it, spending it, and giving it. Depending on how it’s used, it proves to be a
blessing or a curse. Either the person becomes master of the money, or the money becomes the master.
Our Lord uses money to test our lives and as an instrument to mold us into the likeness of Himself.”
All through the Bible there is a correlation between the development of people’s character and
how they handle money. Money is regarded as an index of a person’s true character. You’ve no doubt
heard the expression, “Money talks,” and indeed it does. You can tell a lot about a person’s character by
examining his or her bank and credit card statements. Why? Because we spend our money on the things that
are most important to us.

3. HAVING OUR FINANCES IN ORDER
As we apply God’s principles to our finances, we will begin to get out of debt, spend more wisely, start
saving for our future, and give even more to the work of Christ.
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PRINCIPLES OF FAITHFULNESS
1. IF WE WASTE POSSESSIONS, THE LORD MAY REMOVE US AS STEWARDS.
“There was a certain rich man who had a manager [steward], who was reported to him as squandering his
possessions. And he called him and said to him, ‘What is this I hear about you? Give an account of your management, for you can no longer be [steward]’” (Luke 16:1-2).
Two principles emerge from this passage. First, when we waste our possessions, it eventually
becomes public knowledge, and creates a poor testimony. Sooner or later, the word will get out.“[The
steward] was reported to him as squandering his possessions.” Second, the Lord may remove us as stewards if
we squander what He has given us.
A businessman earned a fortune in just three years, and then went on a spending spree. Two
years later he informed his staff that he had little left, and everyone would need to economize. Shortly
thereafter, he left for an expensive vacation and had his personal office lavishly renovated. The Lord soon
removed this man from the privilege of being steward over much, and today he is on the verge of bankruptcy.
If you waste the possessions entrusted to you, you may not be given more.

2. WE MUST BE FAITHFUL IN LITTLE THINGS.
“He who is faithful in a very little thing is faithful also in much; and he who is unrighteous in a very little
thing is unrighteous also in much” (Luke 16:10).
How will you know if your son will take good care of his first car? Observe how he cared for his
bicycle. How do you know if a salesperson will do a competent job of serving a large client? Evaluate
how she serves a small client. If we have the character to be faithful with small things, the Lord knows
He can trust us with greater responsibilities. Small things are small things, but faithfulness with a small
thing is a big thing.

3. WE MUST BE FAITHFUL WITH OTHERS’ POSSESSIONS.
Faithfulness with another’s possessions in some measure will determine how much you are given. “If you
have not been faithful in the use of that which is another’s, who will give you that which is your own?” (Luke
16:12).
This is a principle that’s often overlooked. One of the most faithful men I know rented a vehicle
from a friend and damaged it in an accident. He told the owner what happened, and then delivered the
vehicle to the owner’s mechanic with these instructions: “Make it better than it was before the accident,
and I’ll be responsible for the bill.” What an example!
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When someone allows you to use something, are you careful to return it promptly and in good
shape? Are you careless with your employer’s office supplies? Do you waste electricity when you’re staying
in a hotel room? Some people have not been entrusted with more because they have been unfaithful with
the possessions of others.
God promises to do His part in our finances; our part is to grow in faithfulness.
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List Your Assets
Complete List Your Assets to get a picture of what your overall possessions look like. It is not necessary
to be precise to the penny; rather, estimate the value of each asset as if you had to sell it soon.

							Date: January

20, 2011

Assets (current value)

$1,250
Savings								$1,500
Stocks and bonds						$1,250
Cash value of life insurance					
$ 0
Coins								$ 240
Home								$155,000
Other real estate						$ 0
Mortgages/Notes receivable					$ 0
Business valuation						$ 0
Automobiles							$11,000
Other Vehicles							$ 0
Furniture							$3,000
Computers & Gear						$1,000 			
Jewelry								$ 400
Other personal property					$ 600
Pension/Retirement Accounts					$21,000
Other Assets							$ 0
Total Assets:							$196,250
Cash on hand/Checking Account				
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List Your Assets
						

Date___________________

Assets (current value)
Cash on hand/Checking account			

$__________________

Savings							$__________________
Stocks and bonds					$__________________
Cash value of life insurance				

$__________________

Coins							$__________________
Home							$__________________
Other Real Estate					$__________________
Mortgages/Notes receivable				$__________________
Business valuation					$__________________
Automobiles						$__________________
Other Vehicles						$__________________
Furniture						$__________________
Computer & electronic equipment			

$__________________

Jewelry							$__________________
Other Personal Property				$__________________
Pension/Retirement					$__________________
Other Assets						$__________________

Total Assets						$__________________
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THE DEED
To help recognize God’s ownership of possessions, we will transfer the ownership of our possessions to
Him. We will use a Deed, because one is often used to transfer property. This deed is not legally binding;
it is solely for your use. By completing the Deed, you will establish a time when you acknowledge God’s
ownership.
Here are the directions to complete it.

1. Insert today’s date at the top of the Deed. Then print your name in the space after “From,” because
you are transferring ownership of your possessions.
2. There is a large blank space following the sentence, “I (we) transfer to the Lord the ownership of the
following possessions.” Please pray about the possessions you wish to acknowledge that God owns,
and write them in the space.
3. In the lower right-hand corner, there are two blank lines under the heading “Stewards.” This is the
space for your signature. If you are married, both you and your spouse should sign. In the lower
left-hand corner there are two blank lines for the signatures of witnesses. Have others in your group
witness your signature to help hold you accountable to recognize God as owner.
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BUDGETING (SPENDING PLAN) OPTIONS
I prefer to call a budget a “Spending Plan” because many people are uneasy when considering a budget.
It’s often viewed as something that will mean a loss of freedom and endless hours of monotonous bookkeeping. But if properly understood and used, it can be enormously helpful. Because people have different preferences, we offer you three Spending Plan options.

COMPASS—PENCIL & PAPER
If you prefer a traditional handwritten Spending Plan, we’ve got one that really works. And don’t forget
to use a pencil instead of a pen when filling it out so that you can make changes easily.

COMPASS—ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEETS
If you prefer to use an electronic spreadsheet Spending Plan on your computer that does the math for
you, download these files by logging on to www.compass1.org and clicking on “Small Group
Studies.”

MONEY LOUNGE—ONLINE BUDGETING
Money LoungeTM has developed a free and effective online tool that provides a quick and easy way to
create your Spending Plan. Simply answer a series of questions to begin, and then Money LoungeTM will
help you get it to balance and stay balanced over the long run.
Money LoungeTM uses MintTM (www.mint.com), the world’s most popular free online Spending
Plans. Mint tracks your spending, provides smart phone apps, sends you text or email alerts, and offers
many reporting features to help you stay on top of your spending.
Log in at www.compass1.org and click on “Small Group Studies” then moneylounge.
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STARTING YOUR SPENDING PLAN
Each week, you’ll be working on creating and using your Spending Plan. If you choose to use either the
Compass “Pencil and Paper” or the Compass “Electronic Spreadsheets,” we’ll walk you through a stepby-step explanation of how to do it in this workbook.
If you are using the Money LoungeTM online budget, you’ll learn how to start and keep using it at
compass1.org when you click “Small Group Studies” and then moneylounge.

COMPASS SPENDING PLAN
RECORD INCOME & SPENDING
If you’re using a Compass Spending Plan, it’s important to record your income and spending the
next 30 days to understand what you are actually earning and spending.
We recommend that you carry something with you to record your transactions. As an alternative, save
your receipts and enter them into the 30 Day Tracking form daily. It’s designed with one column for
income and 12 columns for spending categories. It’s also available electronically by logging on to www.
compass1.org and clicking on “Small Group Studies,” then clicking on “30 Day Tracking.”
Income: Every time you receive income, record the amount on the 30 Day Tracking form in
the Income column under the date you receive it.
Spending: Each time you spend, record the amount under the appropriate spending category.
Spending Categories: The detailed list of spending categories on pages 46-47 is designed to
assist you as you decide where to categorize your purchases.
Study the sample 30 Day Tracking form and ask your small group Facilitators any questions you may
have. Remember, if you are using the Money LoungeTM online budget, please disregard the Record Income & Spending explanation. Log on to www.compass1.org and click on “Small Group Studies” and
then moneylounge for a description of how to start the online budget.
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30 Day Tracking
Month: September

Year: 2011
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30 Day Tracking
Month: __________ Year: _______
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SPENDING PLAN CATEGORIES
Income
					TV/Cable/Satellite/Internet
Monthly Salary
Pest Control/Termite Bond
Interest Income			
HOA/Condo Dues
Dividends						
5. Food
Commissions Bonuses/Tips
Retirement Income					Groceries
Net Business Income					Eating Out
Cash Gifts						
6. Transportation
				
Child Support/Alimony			
Auto Payments
1. Giving						Gas & Oil
Local Church						Auto Insurance
Poor & Needy						Licenses & Taxes
Repairs/Maint/Tires			
		
Ministries					
Tolls/Transit Fares/Parking
2. Taxes						OnStar/Satellite Radio
Federal						
AAA/Auto Club
Medicare/Social Security
7. Clothing
State & Local Taxes				
Adults				
3. Saving & Investing 			
Children/Diapers					
Emergency Savings					Laundry/Dry Cleaning
Auto Replacement					
8. Medical & Health					
401k/403b/Retire Plans			
College Funds						Doctor							
Dentist							
Stocks/Bonds/Other
Prescriptions						
IRA
Eye Care/Glasses
4. Housing						Health/Vision/Dental Insurance
Mortgage						Disability Insurance					
Pre-pay Mortgage				
Long Term Care Insurance				
Property Tax					
Deductibles						
Homeowners/Flood Insurance		
		HSA/Flexible Spending
		
Rent					
Renters Insurance					9. Education						
Adult Education					
Electricity		
Kids Tuition/Supplies					
Lawn Care/Gardening				
Tutoring/Lessons/Activities			
Water/Sanitation
Telephone/Mobile Phone
Gas
Maintenance/Pool
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10. Personal						
Allowances					
Child Care/Babysitting
Life Insurance
Liability Insurance
Cleaning Supplies
Toiletries/Cosmetics
Hair Care
Vitamins/Supplements
Gifts (Birthdays)
Gifts (Christmas)
Gifts (Anniversary/Weddings)
Gifts (Graduation)
Postage
Alimony/Child Support
Pet Food & Supplies
Veterinarian
Vaccinations & Prescriptions
Boarding/Pet Sitting
Tax Preparation/Legal
Sports/Hobbies
Bank Charges/Fees
Credit Card Charges/Fees
Family Pictures
Subscriptions/Dues			
11. Entertainment/Vacations
Activities						
Vacations/Travel/Motel				
Videos/Books/Music 		
12. Debts
				
(See Debt List on pages 76-80)
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